Crokinole Depot - Adult Skills Competition 2013 - Baesball Theme
10 shots @ 3pts/shot = 30 points max plus up to 3 BONUS
Each shot can only be attempted once (templates used to set up each shot)
$2 entry fee - 100% payback (after prizes) Prize money to be determined based on # of entries.
*unless stated otherwise the opposing teams buttons must be removed in order for points to be scored

1. Opening Pitch
3pts - 20
2pts - 15
1pt - 10

2. Change Up

		
		
		

3pts - 20
2pts - 15
1pt - 10

3.Sacrifice Fly

3pts -Clear the board
2pts -Move your shooter to 		
the 5
1pt- takeout - stay on the 		
board

4. Double Play

3pts - Double and 20
2pts - Double and 15
1pt - Single and 20 or
winning on the board

5. Bunt

(leave the oppenent button on)
3pts - move their button to another
quadrant and move yours to the 10
2pts - move their button to another 		
quadrant, leave yours on the 10 line
1pt - bump theirs and keep yours in
the 5

6. Switch Hitter

(shot with opposite hand, template
moves to other side if shooting with
right hand)
3pts - takeout and 20
2pts - takeout and 15
1pt - takeout and 10 or takeout
		
or winning on the board

7. Ground Rule Double
3pts - Make double and stay in 10
2pts -Make double and stay in 5
1pt - Make contact with both discs

8. Line Drive

(must go thru pegs)
3pts- Stay in 10
2pts - Stay in 5
1pt - Make the take out

9. R.B.I

3pts- Promote to 20
2pts - Promote to 15
1pt - Promote to touching 15 circle

10. Grand Slam

(double must be made)
3pts - Triple
2pts - Double and contact
with all three
1pt - Any Double

BONUS SHOT

“15 and Counting”
3pts - shoot into the 15 circle
(fully in 15) not touching the 20
2pts - 15 circle touching the 15 line
1pt - 20
0pts - touching the 20 circle or
leaner or hanger

